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Rocket Folio is the premier Windows- based CD publishing application, and Rocket NXT is a powerful online publishing 
application. The Rocket Folio-to-XML Converter helps organizations leverage their investment in Folio while providing the 
ability to access content online.

Rocket understands that organizations that have deployed Folio products have a significant investment in their Folio 
production processes, and that they have come to rely on the flexible user interface and robust search features of Folio. 

With the Folio-to-XML Converter, organizations can continue to use their Folio products to create and manage their 
information assets by converting infobases to XML, which can be hosted using NXT. Organizations can now deliver 
infobases for CD use and NXT content collections for online use without a significant impact on the production process.

The Folio-to-XML Converter lets users extend their systems with a repeatable conversion process that includes adding 
links, fields, images, and formatting options to content. With the Folio-to-XML Converter, organizations can continue to 
use their current processes and run a periodic conversion to build an NXT-compatible content collection.

Extract Folio infobases to 
XML

Create an NXT .mak file to 
create a content collection

Split infobases into 
documents based on the 

levels in the infobase

Create the necessary XSL 
and CSS to render the XML 

in a browser

Easily configure custom 
split options can override 

the default split settings

Get a full set of defaults for 
most common usage, each 

of which can be individually 
reset from the interface

Handle widow/orphan 
headings

Configure via a graphical 
user interlace

Run repeatedly in a 
scheduled environment via 

a command line interface

Convert XML to HTML prior 
to creating NXT content 

collections

make your folio investment work for you online.  

Folio-to-XML Converter
Rocket Folio/NXT

take advantage of two solutions

Extend existing production processes in an e�cient 
online environment. Infobase technology provides 
powerful and �exible solutions for CD and DVD 
distribtion, and NXT provides exceptional functionality 
for browser-based distribution. The Folio-to-XML 
Converter helps users take advantage of both solutions.

fine-tune data

Easy con�guration and intuitive defaults simplify the 
conversion process. Using a graphical user interface, 
users can set up quick conversions for testing. 
Post-processing of the XML will �ne-tune the data for the 
desired application.

control output

Flexible con�guration options give users the power to 
control output. All of the default options for additional 
control, including where the infobase is split into 
documents, may be overridden. Users can set it up 
initially and then override the settings through the 
graphical interface as the infobases change.

customize formatting for online delivery

Customizable formatting options allow users to get the 
right look for online delivery. The Folio-to-XML Converter 
attempts to replicate the Folio Infobase formatting in 
NXT as much as possible, and a di�erent look can be 
achieved simply by changing the XSL or CSS �les.

extend your existing production processes

benefits of the folio-to-xml converter
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harness the power of xml

The Folio-to-XML Converter creates XML output from Folio infobases. The XML is a true representation of the Folio 
content, using a Folio-specific schema. Users can apply additional transformations to convert the XML to another 
schema or take advantage of Rocket Software Product Services or a Rocket Software Partner to do this. 
Additionally, the Folio-to-XML Converter creates a CSS style sheet that mimics the formatting of the infobase. Due to 
limitations of CSS, there are some formatting options that do not render the same in the browser as in Rocket Folio 
Views.

Also included with the Folio-to-XML Converter are XSL style sheets that apply the CSS formatting to the XML. These 
style sheets handle all of the Folio-style links, objects, tables, orphan/widow headings and general presentation effects. 
Finally, the Folio-to-XML Converter creates an NXT-compatible .mak file for creating an NXT content collection directly 
from the Folio-to-XML Converter output.
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